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New places, new ways of engaging across cultures
The summer of 2020-2021 has seen 
the opening of some significant new 
or renovated/expanded museums from 
the east to the west coast in Australia. 
Those of us in Sydney have been 
blessed with the opportunity to tour the 
refreshed Pacific gallery as well as the 
expanded exhibition spaces resulting 
from the major renovation of Australia’s 
first museum, the Australian Museum 
as well as to see the newly built Chau 
Chak Wing Museum at the University 
of Sydney incorporating collections 
from the previously separate Macleay, 
Nicholson and Power Museums and 
Galleries now presented in new spaces 
and in new ways. 

Border closures and recent lockdowns 
have prevented most Australians from 
having the opportunity to venture within 
the mix of old and new buildings that 

form the renamed (in the local Whadjuk 
Noongar language) WA Museum 
Boola Bardip in the centre of Perth’s 
Northbridge cultural precinct.

Matt Poll, curator of two of the new 
exhibitions at the newly opened Chau 
Chak Wing Museum, has expanded 
on his lecture to the OAS’s 25th 
anniversary event with the theme of 
“Ambassadors and embassies in the 
new Chau Chak Wing Museum” in this 
edition of the Journal. This model of 
engaging the creating community and 
their descendants in managing and 
displaying the artworks makes the art 
a living cultural connection between 
generations and between places.

Independent researcher David 
Ferguson’s diligent research has 
identified a newly identified and 

remarkable female ancestral sculpture 
which appears related to the art 
style of Kiwai people from the lower 
Fly River Delta and provided a very 
comprehensive checklist of 69 ancestor 
sculptures from the Kiwai area. 
European interest in the arts of Oceania 
continues to expand with the activities 
of a group of young European scholars 
and curators who have written about the 
creation, purpose and activities of their 
newish organisation CASOAR. Sadly, 
the OAS is also farewelling another 
member who has made a significant 
contribution to the Organisation with an 
obituary for Evarne Coote. 

In anticipation of many OAS events 
during 2021, we are looking forward 
to Crispin Howarth presenting the first 
OAS lecture in March.

Margaret Cassidy

  dates for your diary
•  Wednesday 17 March - OAS Lecture, Travels of the Lily: from Lake Sentani to the National Gallery by Crispin Howarth, 

Curator, National Gallery of Australia - National Art School, Paddington NSW, 6.30pm for 7pm start.
• Wednesday 19 May - OAS Lecture, speaker to be advised - National Art School, Paddington NSW.
• Saturday 21 August - Sydney Oceanic Art Fair (SOAF) - National Art School, Paddington NSW.
• Wednesday 13 October - OAS Lecture - National Art School, Paddington NSW.

Gululu dhuwala djalkiri exhibition at the Chau Chak Wing Museum. For more details, see page 2.



Raymond Bulambula with Rebecca Conway at Milingimbi.
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The easiest way I could describe 
the Ambassadors exhibition is 
that I am using the protocols of an 
acknowledgement of country as a 
framework for engaging with both the 
collection objects and the people who 
generously gave their time to work with 
me throughout this new exhibition’s 
development at the Chau Chak Wing 
Museum. 

The Gadigal welcome to country 
‘Ngyini ngalawangun mari budjari 
Gadigal nurada’ (We meet together 
on the very beautiful Gadigal Country) 
is the foundation of the Ambassadors 
network of display cases and is a 
codex of singular objects representing 
Aboriginal nations that were involved 
in the research and consultation of 
the Ambassadors exhibition. The 
exhibitions Gululu dhuwala djalkiri: 
welcome to the Yolŋu foundations co-
curated with Rebecca Conway and 
Ambassadors, curated by myself are 
concrete examples of repositioning the 
sometimes impenetrable story of the 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island past 
as it has been represented in museum 
collections previously.

Many aspects of the interpretation 
of Australia’s Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Island past, as it was promoted 
in the 20th century in museums and 
art galleries, were often seen by 

community members as an inauthentic 
cultural ‘interpretation’ that was 
entirely authored by non-Indigenous 
people. Both these exhibitions are 
demonstrations of the Aboriginal social 
and cultural spaces of autonomy that 
are required to maintain protocols, 
lore, and cultural identities in modern 
Australia.

Ambassadors as an exhibition 
comprises 100 objects on behalf of 
the nations of 25 different language 
groups across eight different display 
cases. The exhibition spaces were co-
designed with remote art centres which 
are often the ‘front door’ to remote 
Aboriginal communities; they are the 

Ambassadors and embassies in the new  
Chau Chak Wing Museum
by Matt Poll

Matt Poll presenting the OAS’s 25th 
Anniversary Lecture. Matt Poll explaining one of the Ambassador display cabinets.

spaces where communities choose 
how, when, and where it is and where 
it isn’t appropriate to communicate their 
local history, stories and lore to the 
outside world. Respectful presentation 
of the knowledges that communities 
have preserved over thousands of 
years provide important opportunities 
to empower all community members.

The final selection of objects 
represented in each of the Ambassadors 
are selections that encompass 
hundreds of conversations that these 
museum objects have sparked over 
many decades, conversations that 
have shaped the present form of the 
collection and its disparate and 
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overlapping collection histories. 
Ambassadors comprises objects from 
the original Macleay bequest in 1891, 
such as some bark drawings from the 
Iwaidja people that were presented to 
the Linnaean Society of New South 
Wales as evidence of the aesthetics 
of the northern parts of Australia. They 
are today exhibited in Ambassadors 
as the start of a conversation with 
descendants of the Iwaidja artist Paddy 
Compass Namatbara.

Other elements of the Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Island collections are also 
incorporated into the teaching and 
research display spaces, accessible 
and at ready reach for hands-on 
community consultations as well as for 
University of Sydney Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander students and 
staff to enhance their existing online 
teaching and digital outreach projects. 
Within frameworks of cultural safety it 
has been possible in some cases to 
rename objects in the languages of 
the makers, ethically conserving these 
knowledges, preserving languages and 
knowledges as intellectual properties 
and as important and valuable tools 
for future Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander led research.

Gululu dhuwala djalkiri: welcome to the 
Yolŋu foundations in some ways charts 
an alternate pathway to Ambassadors; 
it explores the rise of Yolgnu art from 
before its commercial origins and 
locates its origins in the anthropological 
context of post-World War II Australia. It 
explores how the production and touring 
of assemblages of bark paintings 

became a diplomatic tool in embassies, 
galleries and museums around the 
world.  At a time when Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Island people were rarely 
if ever travelling independently within 
Australia, these bark paintings acted 
as intermediaries and interlocutors for 
global audiences to 'see' and ‘read’ the 
mythologies and histories of Aboriginal 
Australia in ways that were far removed 
from the lived experiences and realities 
of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island 
people at this time.

Gululu dhuwala djalkiri traces a series 
of interconnected events that brought 
collections of bark paintings to public 

notice and the University’s role in 
this process.  It attempts to seek to 
understand the changing possibilities 
for Aboriginal artists to self-represent 
the broader cultural context of the 
paintings. These exhibitions show how 
in the self-determination era, Aboriginal 
curators and artist collectives sought to 
create a dialogue with the international 
market for bark painting to communicate 
the modern relevance of Aboriginal art. 
But also, it was important for us as 
curators to show how historical bark 
paintings retain contemporary salience 
for Yolngu communities, and how new 
exhibitions can develop continuing 
relationships with people and culture 
into the future.

Separate to Djalkari, the elements 
of the Ambassadors exhibition 
are interspersed throughout other 
exhibitions such as Coastline and 
Object Art Specimen and Natural 
Selections. Their positioning was 
proposed to highlight the intersectional 
nature of Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Island knowledges today, and how 
these knowledges are intertwined 

Matt Poll with Banduk Marika and Gail Mabo.

After the Smoking Ceremony on Level 2 at the Chau Chak Wing Museum opening.
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with the Chau Chak Wing Museum 
broader collection’s histories of Visual 
Art, Science and Natural History.  
Ambassadors also operates as a 
series of portals, spaces through which 
to enter alternate pathways into the 
broader University of Sydney and 
Chau Chak Wing Museum’s Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander collections 
and History.

Non-Indigenous staff and students 
from the University stood alongside 
the Freedom Riders of 1965, who 
volunteered their services to the 
formation of the Aboriginal Medical 
Service and Redfern Legal Service in the 
1970s. Accumulatively, Ambassadors 
represents how museum collections 
are also becoming hybridised in the 
ways that audiences engage with them. 
Exploring how collections’ histories 
can become research tools for artists 
or become components of touring 
exhibitions that are establishing new 
museums in regional centres. This 
is only a brief demonstration of the 
tangential nature to which museum 
objects and collection histories are 
applied by contemporary community 
members today in communicating with 
audiences globally.

As a curator I was fortunate that often 
artists and community members 
who were in Sydney would visit the 
collections, adding their interpretive 
layers to how these objects are and can 
be seen today. Additionally, through 
supportive networks and collaborations 
with colleagues I was able to attend 
key events such as the Darwin Art 
Fair from 2017 – 2019 as well as the 
annual general meetings association 
of the Arnhem, Northern and Kimberley 
Art Centres (ANKA) (2017 – 2019), 
and volunteer with representative 
bodies connecting many Art centres 
associated with both the new exhibitions 
Ambassadors and Djalkari.

Consultation is not a supply and demand 
process, the networks of cultural 
authorities that exist in communities right 
across Australia are also responsible 
for shaping the conversations that 
take place on a national stage such 
as the voice to parliament outlined 
in the Uluru Statement from the 
Heart, put forth from the 2017 
National Constitutional Convention. 
Ambassadors is both an exhibition and 
a curatorial approach that animates the 
new Chau Chak Wing Museum, and 
the University of Sydney’s Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander curatorial 

research, exhibitions, education, and 
future events programming. Many 
of the conversations fashioned from 
consultations with contemporary 
representatives of these object makers' 
descendants are also permeated with 
an interpretive layer which uses the 
object makers’ first language, and 
even where possible, these language 
names and intellectual properties 
regarding the objects manufacture 
have been recorded to be accessible 
by future generations of artists and 
community descendants.

One additional component of each 
display case is that it incorporates 
a large-scale reproduction of a 
photograph from the Museum's Historic 
Photography collection. This collection 
is itself represented by a stereoscopic 
photograph taken in the lands of the 
Gandangarra peoples, at Camden 
Park, Western Sydney by William 
Hetzer in 1859 and on display in the 
Gadigal codex. The image depicts what 
is presumed to be a family of Aboriginal 
people named as the Bungendore tribe 
(today, members of the Gandangarra 
and Dharawal peoples). This is on 
display in the foyer as you enter the 
museum as evidence of not what was 
missing from the story of Sydney’s past, 
but what is, and always was, the story of 
Sydney’s local Aboriginal communities’ 
silent witnessing to the arrivals of visitors 
to their lands. It took many years for me 
to understand that the collections I have 
worked with at the Macleay Museum 
are incredibly important pieces for 
very different reasons than I initially 
thought. These Museum collections are 
not pieces of the Aboriginal past, they 
are evidence of people’s connection to 
their contemporary identities. The Chau 
Chak Wing Museum is perhaps a new 
meeting place on an old meeting place. 
 

Djon Mundine OAM.

Matt Poll works as Assistant Curator 
of Indigenous Heritage collections, at 
Chau Chak Wing Museum. His new 
exhibitions Gululu dhuwala djalkiri: 
welcome to the Yolŋu foundations 
(co-curated by Rebecca Conway) 
and Ambassadors, both opened at 
the new Chau Chak Wing Museum 
in November 2020. For more than 
a decade, Matt has also worked as 
a repatriation project officer at the 
University of Sydney. Previously Matt 
worked as Artistic Director of Boomalli 
Aboriginal Artists Cooperative Gallery 
and has published widely on south-
east Australian Aboriginal art. Matt 
is also the chairperson of Orana Arts 
in mid-western regional NSW and 
has been a long-term member of the 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island 
Advisory Board for Sydney’s Museum 
of Contemporary Art.
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The museum's architectural team from Johnson Pilton Walker. Paula Latos-Valier and Anna Ward.

Bill Rathmell and Noelle Rathmell-Stiels, Jennifer and 
Pierre Laffont.

Biron Valier and Paula Latos-Valier with Katrina Liberiou, Assistant Curator, 
University Art Collection .

Photographs from opening Chau Chak Wing Museum - photographs by Michelle Heywood
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An Important Addition to the Sculptures Known 
to be from the Kiwai area

This article describes a remarkable and 
previously undocumented female ancestral 
sculpture carved in the round in a fully 
conceived naturalistic style (Fig.1) which 
appears most closely related to the art style 
of Kiwai people living on the larger islands of 
the lower Fly River Delta and considered an 
important addition to the known sculptures 
of the Kiwai area. Now held in a private 
collection, this sculpture was acquired from 
a local estate dispersal with its early history 
lost.

Introduction to the Kiwai sculptures 

The ‘Kiwai area’ was described by Newton 
(1961) as a huge area, extending from the 
Torres Strait to the east bank of the Fly 
River Delta (see map Fig.2), that contains 
a large number of art styles originating from 
both indigenous and newcomers’ cultures, 
the latter being a strong influence. The 
cultures of the Kiwai area were generally 
of a totemic nature, in transition towards 
ancestor worship culture with localised 
hero cults (Haddon 1932).  These localities 
performed seasonal ceremonies considered 
vital at maintaining village well-being and 
ensuring gardens were productive and 
hunting seasons successful (Haddon 
1932; Landtman 1927). These ceremonies 
were largely an acknowledgement to these 
important ancestral heroes represented in 
carved sculptures also considered sacred 
and stored secretly away in the men’s 
houses when not in use (Haddon 1932; 
Landtman 1927).
 
Detailed Description of this Sculpture

This remarkable female ancestor sculpture 
(Fig.1) appears to have been carved in the 
second half of the 19th century with metal 
tools. Where clay pigment had been applied 
to incised grooves that now appear grey, 
the surface where damaged displays a dark 
blue colour that’s consistent with the laundry 
additive Reckitt’s Blue that was often used on 
Papua New Guinea artworks as a pigment 
towards the end of the 19th century and into 
the early 20th century. The use of Reckitt’s 
Blue is not unexpected as Europeans were 
resident and moving about the Torres Strait 
and Fly River Delta from around the 1870’s 
onwards. The red pigments appear to be 
its first application, followed by the black 
pigment. This sculpture likely represents 
an ancestral heroine  used in important 
seasonal ceremonies.
 
The figure was carved in the round of a 
pale lightweight timber and painted with 
red and black pigments; it now has an aged 
undisturbed dry surface patina: height: 
107.5 cm (42.3 inches). The head is slightly 
turned away with a distant stare, wearing 
a black pigmented widow’s peak or head 
dress that’s slightly wider, the sides taper 

narrowly along the sides with the front and 
back margins strongly curved upward. The 
upper forehead has two bands: the upper 
band includes a series of shapes appearing 
similar to the letters A,B,A,S,A,C,A; beneath 
is a zigzag line contained by upper and 
lower grooves, encircling the head. The 
lower forehead is banded red above a black 
pigmented horizontal brow-ridge that’s 
slightly protruding beyond the flat nose 
ridge. The ears are carved in relief, of a 
natural shape, not pierced with pigmented 
black; the black pigment extends around 
the back of the head and under the jaw. 
The face is pigmented red; eyes formed 
from shell disks of mother-of-pearl attached 
with nut-putty and the nose is arrowhead 
shaped with a pierced triangular septum 
and the mouth is a simple curved groove. An 
engraved headband across the back of head 
has a central diamond shape; radiating from 
it either side is a series of engraved parallel 
chevrons that reduce in size towards the 
apices, these are alternatively pigmented 
with clay and red pigment. 

The neck is pigmented red, a series of four 
engraved bands encircling the neck, the 
second and fourth groove with grey clay 
pigment, the first and third grooves’ lower 
margins are with a continuous series of 
small triangles, these not pigmented with 
clay; the four engraved bands frontally 

descending towards the sternum. The torso 
is predominantly red pigmented. The upper 
sternum between the breasts is marked 
with six parallel arranged arched grooves, 
upper three arched upward; the middle 
one pigmented with clay; the lower three 
shorter and inverted curved. The breasts 
are pigmented red, pendulous and elevated 
above the torso. The shoulders and upper 
arm are pigmented black, the front of the 
shoulder with a pair of arched grooves. 
Upper-arms are carved separately from 
the torso ‘handle-like’ and the forearms are 
under-cut along the torso with thumbs at an 
angle directed upward and fingers parallel 
arranged and directed towards the sternum. 
The upper back and shoulder blades are 
carved in relief with paired chevron shaped 
grooves, some pigmented. The spine 
indicated by a longitudinal groove with 
four elongated, horizontal grooves evenly 
spaced either side, some pigmented. Across 
the middle of the back is an elevated box-
like process between elbows. The waist is 
an engraved narrow band around the torso 
with the genitalia fully displayed. The hips 
and legs are pigmented red. The legs are 
truncated at the knees.

Checklist of Ancestor sculptures from 
Kiwai area

A review of literature including online 

by David Ferguson

Fig. 1. An important female ancestor sculpture carved in the round that appears most closely related 
to the art style of the Kiwai people, lower Fly River Delta, showing four sides. Scale bar = 30cm. Image 
by David Ferguson.
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resources identified 69 ancestor sculptures 
from the Kiwai area, these have been 
included in a detailed checklist. These were 
either carved ‘in the round’ (Fig. 3a) or 
‘board-like’, with the board-like sculptures 
carved either as ‘front view’ (Fig. 3b) or 
‘side view’ (Fig. 3c) sculptures. The front 
view sculptures are only associated with 
the Kiwai people, whereas the ‘side view’ 
board-like sculptures are associated only 
with the Torres Strait people. The review 
did not include carved long-house posts; 
turtle shell composite figures; stone carved 
figures; figure-form drums, man-arrows or 
other utilitarian objects.
 
This checklist is arranged by location 
and sculpture type with earliest date 
of publication first, followed by caption 
identifier in italics; image or text description; 
author and year published; volume, page 
and image identifiers follow. Later citations 
follow in brackets where sculptures have 
been published more than once. 
 

Three human sculptures were identified from 
the upper Binaturi River; two are known by 
their names Udo and Nugu and were used 
as garden gods (Beaver 1920 p. 92). One 
previously attributed to the Admiralty and 
Kiwai Islands has been added to this location 
based on the carving conventions used and 
its similarity to the carved figures used on 
‘man-arrows’ carved by the Bushmen that 
lived inland in the upper Binaturi River area 
(Beaver 1920 p. 109).
 
A total of 36 human sculptures were identified 
from the lower Fly River Delta. Of these 21 
are in the round and 15 are board-like front 
view sculptures.
 
Twenty-seven sculptures were identified 
from the Torres Strait with 16 in the round 
and 11 board-like side view sculptures. 
Four in the round sculptures were small 
and portable and associated with love 
magic or sorcery, the remaining 12 in the 
round sculptures are associated with the 
growing of gardens. Nine of the 11 board-
like side view sculptures were used in the 
propagation of garden crops and were 
generally referred to as ‘tobacco charms’ 
though other names used include daurer, 
sokop and sokob madub. The two-remaining 
board-like sculptures in comparison were 
miniature in size, these instead were used in 
sorcery and were referred to as Wauri.
 
Waiet or Waier listed as a wood carved 
model of a larger cult figure originally 
constructed from turtle shell, shells, bones 
and fibres was reportedly destroyed. 
However, the fragments were retained and 
later presented to the Queensland Museum.  
An early drawing is in Simpson (1955, p. 
22) and a photograph of the reconstructed 
sculpture is in Kaeppler et al (1997 pl. 658).

Checklist Summary

Location Style Number of 
items

Binaturi 
River

In the round 3

Lower Fly 
River

In the round 21  
(note #16 
is a pair of 

items)

Lower Fly 
River

Board-like 
front view

15

Mawata In the round 3

Torres Strait In the round 16

Torres Strait Board-like 
side view

11

 
Checklist

Binaturi River: in the round
1.  Nugu, known only from a description in 
Beaver 1920, p.92, from Masingara Village 
described as a large male ‘garden god’.
2.  Wooden mimia figure, photograph in 
Landtman 1927, p.380, Fig. 104c: (drawing 
in Haddon 1935 Vol. 1, p.247, Fig.28); (Fig. 
4c).

3.  Figure, male figure (E.63151), 
photograph in Moore & Turner 1968 p 26: 
(photograph in Kaeppler et al 1997 pls 654-
55).

Lower Fly River: in the round
1.  Umuruburu, drawing in Haddon 1901, 
Vol. V; p.218, Fig 30E: (drawing in Haddon 
1932 p.67, Fig.6); (photograph in Newton 
1961, p.43, Fig.74): (photograph Meyer 
1995 p.103, Fig.87); (photograph in Friede 
2005 p.517, Fig.493), (Fig. 3a).
2. Mimia figure, photograph in Landtman 
1927 p.380, Fig. 104a, (Fig. 4a).
3.  Mimia figure, photograph in Landtman 
1927 p.380, Fig.104b, (Fig. 4b); (photograph 
Fraser 1959 pl.134).
4.  Orara, only known from a short description 
in Haddon 1932 p.66.
5.  Male figure, photograph Newton 1961, 
p.42, Fig.66: (photograph in Fraser 1959 
pl.43); (photograph Gathercole et al 1979 
pl.25.16, p.351); (photograph in Kaeppler 
et al 1997 pl.652); (photograph in Brunt & 
Thomas 2018 pl. 62).
6.  Male figure, photograph in Newton 1961 
p.42, Fig.67.
7.  Male figure, photograph in Newton 1961 
p.42, Fig.68.
8.  Male figure, photograph in Newton 
1961 p.42, Fig.69: (photograph in Linton & 
Wingert 1946 p.94).
9. Female figure, photograph in Newton 
1961 p.43, Fig.70.
10. Female figure, photograph in Newton 
1961 p.43, Fig.71: (photograph in Poignant 
1967 p.99); (photograph in Gathercole et 
al 1979, pl.25.17, p.351); (photograph in 
Kaeppler et al 1997 pl.649).
11. Male figure, photograph in Newton 1961 
p.43, Fig.72.
12. Female figure, photograph in Newton 
1961 p.43, Fig.73.
13. Male figure, photograph in Wardwell 
1994 p.98, Fig.34.
14. Male figure, photograph in Meyer 1995 
p.102, Fig.86.
15.  Large Male figure, photograph in Meyer 

Fig. 2. The ‘Kiwai area’ is within the dotted 
line, Torres Strait to the east bank of the Fly 
River, and upper Binaturi River. Drawing by 
David Ferguson.

Fig. 3. Sculpture of the Kiwai area; (a) Figure 
in the round; after photograph in Friede 
2005, Fig. 493. (b) Board like-front view; after 
photograph in Friede 2005, Fig. 489, Female 
pendant figure. (c) Board like-side view; after 
photograph, Lot 21 Sotheby’s - London; 
Aboriginal Art; 14 March 2018, tobacco charm 
sculpture from Torres Strait. Scale bars = 30 
cm. Drawings by David Ferguson.
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continued from page 7

1995 p.103, Fig.88.
16.a/16b  Pair of Kiwai Figures, photograph, 
Lot 132, Bonhams - London; Tribal Art; 9 
December 1992: http://www.artkhade.com/
en
17. Uvio moguru, figure drawing in Edge-
Partington 1996 series 2, p.195, Fig.1.
18. Uvio moguru, figure drawing in Edge-
Partington 1996 series 2, p.195, Fig.2.
19. Uvio moguru, figure drawing in Edge-
Partington 1996 series 2, p.195, Fig.3. A 
description of how this figure is used is 
described by Chalmers and included in 
Haddon (1932, pp.68-69)
20. A Kiwai figure photograph, Lot 135, 
Sotheby’s - New York; Important African 
and Oceanic Art; 25 May 1999: http://www.
artkhade.com/en

Lower Fly River: board-like front view
1. Umuruburo agricultural charm, drawing 
in Haddon 1901 Vol. V, p.218, Fig. 30D; 
(drawing in Haddon 1932, p.67, Fig.6).
2.  Pendant figure mimia, photograph in 
Newton 1961 p.41, Fig.61.
3.  Pendent figure mimia, photograph in 
Newton 1961 p.41, Fig.62.
4.   Kiwai figure, photograph, Lot 103, Parke 
Bernet Galleries - New York; Primitive Art; 22 
April 1965: http://www.artkhade.com/en
5.  Mimia, photograph in Poignant 1967 p. 
98.
6.  Kiwai figure, photograph, Lot 33, 
Sotheby’s - London; Primitive works of Art, 
2 December 1980: http://www.artkhade.com/
en
7. Muguru-umoru-buru, drawing in Edge-
Partington 1996 series 1, p. 309, Fig. 1.
8. Urumuru buru, drawing in Edge-
Partington 1996 series 2, p. 198, Fig. 1.
9. Kiwai figure, photograph in Lot 105, 
Christies - New York; Important Tribal Art; 22 
November 1996: http://www.artkhade.com/
en

10. Pendant figure, mimia, photograph in 
Friede 2005 p.514, Fig.489; (Fig. 3b).
11. Pendant figure, mimia, photograph in 
Friede 2005 p.515, Fig.490.
12.  Figure, photograph, Lot 194, Bonhams 
- New York; African, Oceanic and Pre-
Columbian Art; 12 November 2014: http://
www.artkhade.com/en
13. Kiwai figure, photograph, Lot 109, 
Bonhams - Los Angeles; African, Oceanic 
and Pre-Columbian Art; 23 May 2017: http://
www.artkhade.com/en
14. Kiwai pendant, photograph, Lot 25, 
Christies - Paris; Arts D’Afrique, D’Océanie 
et D’Amérique, 30 October 2018: http://www.
artkhade.com/en

15.  Kiwai bioma figure, photograph, Lot 125, 
Dorotheum - Vienna; Tribal Art; 4 December 
2018: http://www.artkhade.com/en

Mawata: in the round
1. Muiere, only known from brief 
description in Haddon 1935, pp.230-31 
and Landtman 1927 p.400, ancestor figure 
associated with nigori ceremonies.
2. Agumarkai, only known from description 
in Haddon 1935, pp.230-31; and Landtman 
1927 p.400, arranged in rows behind Muiere. 
A series of five drawings in Edge-Partington 
(1996 series 2, p. 203, Figs 1-5) had been 
misidentified by Chalmers, instead are 
Kubai sticks and not included in this review.
3. Figure, known from drawing provided 
by a local of Mawata that includes a large 
elongated figure, associated with the turtle 
hunt ceremony in Haddon 1935 p.232; 
(Fig.6)

Torres Strait: in the round
1. Figure, photo Fraser 1959, pl.128: 
(drawing in Edge-Partington 1996 series 1, 
p.329, Fig.3).
2. Madub rain charm (model); photograph 
Haddon 1901 Vol. V, pl. XX, Fig.4, (Fig.5): 
(photograph in Moore 1984 pl 10, Fig.93); 
(photograph in Philp 2001 p.34).
3. Neur madub male, small crippled figure 
drawing in Haddon 1908 Vol. VI, p 222, Fig 
36: (drawing in Haddon 1912 Vol. IV, p.392, 
Fig.390); (photograph in Moore 1984 pl.64, 
Fig.521).
4. Neur madub female squatting, 
photograph in Haddon 1908 Vol. VI, pl. XXI, 
Fig. 10: (photograph in Haddon 1912 Vol. 
IV, pl. III, Fig.4B); (drawing in Haddon 1932 
p.68, Fig.7); (photograph in Fraser 1959 pl 
101); (photograph in Moore 1984, pl. 64, 
Fig. 523); (photograph in Moore 1989, p.32, 
Fig.24); (photograph in Bounoure 1992 
p.105); (drawing in Edge-Partington 1996 
series 1, p.343, Fig.2); (drawing in Beran 
2015 p.139, Fig.4).
5. Neur madub standing female, 
photograph in Haddon 1908 Vol. VI, pl. XXI, 
Fig.9: (photograph in Haddon 1912 Vol. IV, 
pl. III, Fig.4A); (photograph in Fraser 1959, 
pl.90); (photograph in Moore 1984, Fig.522); 
(photograph in Kaeppler et al 1997, pl.653); 
(drawing in Edge-Partington 1996, series 
1, p.344, Fig.2); (drawing in Beran 2015, 
p.140, Fig.5).
6. Madub, small portable one leg figure, 
drawn Haddon 1908 Vol. VI, p.232, Fig.46: 
(drawing in Haddon 1912 Vol. IV, p.392, 
Fig.389); (photograph in Moore 1984, 
Fig.520).
7. Isau mani, photograph in Haddon 1908 
Vol. VI, pl. XXII, Fig.1: (photograph in Moore 
1984 pl.63, Fig.518).
8. Isau mani, photograph in Haddon 1908 
Vol. VI, pl. XXII, Fig.2: (photograph in Moore 
1984 pl.63, Fig.519).
9. Isau mani, ‘Ganomi’, photograph in 
Haddon 1908 Vol. VI, pl. XXII, Fig.3.
10. Isau mani, ‘Ginamai’, photograph in 
Haddon 1908 Vol. VI, pl. XXII, Fig.4.
11. Isau mani, ‘Bom’, photograph in Haddon 
1908 Vol. VI, pl. XXII, Fig.5.
12. Waiet, photograph in Haddon 1908 Vol. 
VI, pl. XXII, Fig.6: (photograph in Philp 2001 
p 44).

Fig. 4. “Wooden mimia figures”; Image from 
Landtman 1927 Fig. 104, page 380. Image 
created and provided by Document Supply 
Services, National Library of Australia.
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13.  Figure, photograph in Fraser 1959 pl.76.
14. Figure, photograph in Fraser 1959 
pl.129.
15. Wooden figure, photograph Fraser 
1959 pl.145: (photograph in Gathercole et 
al. 1979 p. 351, Fig. 26.1); (photograph in 
Bounoure 1992 pp.106, 107); (photograph in 
Kaeppler et al 1997 pl.656); (photograph in 
Beran 2015 Fig.1).
16. Wooden figures, photograph in Fraser 
1959 pl.77: (drawing in Edge-Partington 
1996 series1, p.329, Fig.5); (photograph in 
Kaeppler et al 1997 pl.657); (photograph in 
Arthur et al 2015 p.71).

Torres Strait: board-like side view
1. Tobacco charm, (model) drawing in 
Haddon 1901 Vol. V; p. 345, Fig.67: (drawing 
in Haddon 1912 Vol. IV, p.391, Fig.388); 
(drawing in Moore 1989 pl.9, Fig.91.
2. Wauri, (model), drawing in Haddon 
1901 Vol. V, p.324, Fig.48.
3. Sokop; photograph Haddon 1908 Vol. 
VI, pl. XIII, Fig.5: (photograph in Fraser 1959 
pl. 89); (drawing in Edge-Partington 1996 
series1, p.342, Fig.2); (photograph in Moore 
1984 pl.63, Fig.515); (photograph in Arthur 
et al. 2015 p.185).
4. Sokop madub, photograph in Haddon 
1908 Vol. VI, pl. XIII, Fig.6.
5. Sokop madub, photograph in Haddon 
1908 Vol. VI, pl. XIII, Fig.7.
6. Sokop madub, photograph in Haddon 
1908 Vol. VI, pl. XIII, Fig.8: (photograph 
in Moore 1989 pl.63, Fig.517); (drawing in 
Edge-Partington 1996 series1, p.342, Fig.3).
7. Tobacco charm figure, drawing in 
Haddon 1908 Vol. VI, p.208, Fig.28: (drawing 
in Haddon 1912 Vol. IV, p.391, Fig.385); 
(photograph in Moore 1989 pl.63, Fig.513).
8. Tobacco charm figure, drawing in 
Haddon 1908 Vol. VI, p 208, Fig. 29: 
(drawing in Haddon 1912 Vol. IV, p.391, 
Fig.386): (photograph in Moore 1989, pl.63, 
Fig.514).
9. Tobacco charm figure, drawing in 
Haddon 1908 Vol. VI, p.208, Fig.30: (drawing 
in Haddon 1912, Vol. IV, p.391, Fig.387).
10. Tobacco charm figure, drawing in 
Haddon 1908 Vol. VI, p.208, Fig.31: (drawing 
in Haddon 1912 Vol. IV, p.391, Fig.388).
11. Sokop madub figure, photograph, Lot 
21, Sotheby’s - London; Aboriginal Art; 14 
March 2018; (Fig.3c); http://www.artkhade.
com/en  
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Fig. 5. “Wooden 
model of a madub, 
Mabuiag”; Image 
from Haddon Vol.5, 
pl. XX. Fig. 4. Image 
created and provided 
by Document Supply 
Services, National 
Library of Australia.

Fig. 6. Drawing after the drawing provided 
by a local of Mawata that includes a large 
elongated figure, associated with the turtle 
hunt ceremony, from Haddon 1935 page 232. 
Drawing by David Ferguson.
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societies

Introducing CASOAR 

In the Summer of 2017, a group of 
friends studying at the Ecole du Louvre 
in Paris who specialised in the Arts and 
Anthropology of Oceania came together 
and created CASOAR. The acronym 
stands for “Cabinet Atypique de la 
Société des Océanophiles Amateurs de 
Rocambolesque”, and is also the French 
word for cassowary.
 
Seeing that Oceanic art and anthropology 
had little online presence in French, we 
thought of creating a blog that would 
be widely accessible yet scientifically 
accurate. Our academic training proved 
essential for combining knowledge with 
popularisation in order to reach out to the 
largest audience possible.
 
While we all met through the Ecole du 
Louvre, and more precisely in the Art and 
Anthropology of Oceania module, the 
team is now scattered across Europe. 
Enzo and Clémentine are Master’s 
students at the Sainsbury Research Unit 
in Norwich (UK), Morgane is studying 
conservation in Neuchâtel (Switzerland), 
Camille, Soizic and Gabrielle are Master’s 
students at the Ecole du Louvre (Paris), 
Garance is studying anthropology in Paris, 
and Margot K. is studying natural history 
in Paris. Marion has just finished her PhD 
thesis on private and public collections of 
Oceanic art while Elsa and Pierre both 
work in the art market, respectively in 
Belgium and in Paris. Alice is curator at 
the Cité Internationale de la tapisserie, 
Aubusson (France) and Margaux, Iris 
and Margot D. are all working in museum 
institutions. This common ground and 
diversity in our studies and personal 
itineraries has allowed us to develop a 
pluri-disciplinary approach to Oceania as 
a region.
 
We officially launched casoar.org in 
October 2017 and have published more 
than 200 articles since on a variety of 
topics. We explore themes related to 
material culture, history of collections as 
well as anthropological concepts and 
classical anthropological authors. Our 
articles also address current events 
related to Oceanic art and anthropology 
such as art sales, exhibitions and new 
film releases but also current topics and 
debates like climate change. Photography, 
literature and pop culture are all part of our 
thinking and we aim to share distinctive 
voices by interviewing multiple people.
 
What is really unique about CASOAR is its 
monthly diary of events related to Oceanic 
art throughout the globe. It references 
exhibitions, art sales, conferences, 
workshops, call for papers, art shows…
 

use this platform to share photographs and 
video content of exhibitions, museums and 
art fairs we personally visit. This account 
allows us to build a visual archive of 
institutions’ displays internationally. We are 
also present both on Facebook and Twitter 
with current posts about all our publications 
and participation in special events.  
 
While our audience is already international, 
with a great outreach in the French-
speaking countries of the Pacific (New 
Caledonia, Vanuatu, French Polynesia), 
we wish to make our content even more 
widely available by translating our articles 
in English. We started this process in 2020 
and wish to publish more and more articles 
in both the French and English languages.
 
Some of the team are currently working 
on a new project: WAVES, CASOAR’s 
podcast! While there is no specific release 
date for the project yet, we aim to use this 
new platform to discuss anthropological 
topics and to interview people from various 
fields and countries to allow more diverse 
voices to be heard.
 
If you wish to receive an update each time 
a new article is published on CASOAR, 
please subscribe to our newsletter at 
http://casoar.org

In February 2019, twelve of us formally 
registered CASOAR as an association in 
order to diversify our activities. This new 
status has allowed us to get involved in 
multiple partnerships; for instance, with 
the Bourgogne Tribal Show in Burgundy, 
France in 2018 and 2019 where we 
organised tours of the art fair and wrote 
articles for the catalogue. We also wrote 
multiple articles for Anthony Meyer’s 
catalogue for The European Fine Art Fair 
(TEFAF 2019) and enriched museum 
labels for a French regional museum. 
With the Ecole du Louvre’s Student Union 
we organised a conference called “From 
the Vahine to Moana: European myths of 
Oceania” which was open to the public.
 
As a group, you can usually find us 
roaming the streets of Saint-Germain des 
Prés during the annual Parisian art fair 
Parcours des Mondes. We also try to attend 
the European Pacific Art Association (PAA 
Europe) yearly conferences and as many 
conferences and exhibitions organised in 
Europe as possible.
 
In early 2020 we rebuilt our website to 
make it more accessible and offer new 
search tools like our interactive map 
which allows the reader to find all the 
articles related to specific regions of the 
Pacific. Readers can now also search 
for writers’ articles after reading their 
biographies. Overall, one of the biggest 
changes is the complete redesign of our 
visual identity – the website is now more 
colourful and makes visits and reading 
even more enjoyable.
 
We also have an important social media 
presence. Thanks to Instagram we have 
created guides of museums we visited 
(in Europe and in the Pacific) and where 
there is Oceanic art on display. We also 

Members of CASOAR attending the PAA Europe at the Museum für Volkerkunde in Basel, 
Switzerland in 2019. Front row from left to right: Marion Bertin, Clémentine Débrosse, Margaux 
Chataigner. Back row from left to right: Morgane Martin, Margot Kreidl, Alice Bernadac, Enzo Hamel, 
Garance Nyssen.

by the Members of CASOAR
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Evarne Coote

On 5 January 2021 we lost Evarne 
Coote, a long time friend of the OAS 
and the world of tribal art collectors.

Evarne spent her life serving people 
one way or another – firstly, her 
family of three children and seven 
grandchildren but also as a government 
officer in Papua New Guinea during her 
8-9 years there, especially after PNG 
independence, when she served the 
highest levels of both the national and 
provincial governments.

Evarne and her husband Eric were 
resident in Papua New Guinea (PNG) 
from early 1974 (before it obtained 
Independence from Australian 
administration in 1975) to later in 1981. 
During her period in PNG, Evarne 
worked initially for Island Carvings, a 
private dealership, but subsequently 
worked for the new Government and 
became Morobe Province’s Business 
Development and Handcrafts manager.

It was an exciting time to be in PNG 
and her small office in Lae became a 
meeting place for all the local movers 
and shakers of this province on the 
north eastern coast including three 
subsequent Morobe premiers, four 
subsequent Prime Ministers, deputy 
prime ministers, one speaker of the 
House of Parliament and later PNG 
ambassadors to the United Nations 
and Japan. Despite her morbid fear of 
flying and her terror of drowning, she 
flew throughout the Morobe Province 
to dangerous half formed airstrips on 

mountain slopes and sides of volcanoes 
and made many trips in local tinnies 
and canoes to sponsor handcraft 
businesses in order to get money into 
the hands of local village people.

In 1979 she organised a reconstruction 
of a Tami seagoing trading canoe, a 
project sponsored by the Australian 
Embassy in Port Moresby and also 
found time to organise a representation 
of Morobe Province as part of the 
South Pacific Festival of Arts (SPFA) 
in Lae city. The PNG SPFA event was 
a triumph throughout all the Provinces 
and as a whole was probably the best 
SPFA ever; Helen Dennett was involved 
at the main Port Moresby end and will 
remember it well.

After leaving PNG, Evarne and Eric 
returned to Australia and moved to the 
Southern Highlands where Evarne ran 
the local cinema business in Bowral 
from 1982 to 1991. In 1995 they went on 
a World museum crawl to record Huon 
Gulf materials in all the major museums 
in Hawaii, USA mainland, Britain, the 
European mainland and Russia. On 
their return the OAS was formed.

As one of the founding members of the 
OAS, Evarne was elected as the first 
Secretary. However, this was only for 
a short time as she swapped jobs with 
Elizabeth Pryce who was elected the 
original treasurer but was less enthused 
by that job. 

Being resident in Mittagong and also 
running a coffee shop in Bowral, 
Evarne found it difficult to attend OAS 
meetings that were typically held in 
eastern Sydney locations and often 
drifted into the late evening. However, 
she persisted as treasurer and as a 
committee member for many years 
but finally had to give up with the 
increasingly difficult late night travelling 
involved.

While neither Evarne or Eric have been 
active with the OAS in more recent 
times, her commitments with the CWA 
Bowral branch as an office bearer 
kept her busy and her struggle with 
metastatic breast cancer resulted in 
broken bones and considerable pain. 
Despite the loss of regular contact both 
Evarne and Eric were delighted in early 
2020 to host a meeting of the OAS in 
their Mittagong house and appreciated 
the OAS sponsored dinner afterwards. 
She loved making contact again with 
old friends.

Throughout her roles in public life, 
with the OAS and CWA and in her 
commercial roles, Evarne excelled 
at contact with the public. She loved 
meeting people and assisting them no 
matter how fleeting that contact might 
have been. She was an advocate for 
important causes.

She is missed.

by Eric Coote

Dinner with OAS friends - left to right - Rita Uechtritz, Bill Rathmell, David Welch, Geoff Carey, Irene 
Ashburn, Evarne Coote.
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 The incorporation of 
aspects of Gija culture, 
especially the creation 
stories, is one of the 

richest aspects to  
this book.

The OAS welcomes contributions 
to the Journal in the form of 
news items, information about 
upcoming events in Australia 
and overseas, notes on research 
in progress, book and exhibition 
reviews, and letters to the editor. 
Please send contributions to :
editor@oceanicartsociety.org.au 

The Stranger Artist: 
Life at the edge of  Kimberley painting

The rise of the Aboriginal art industry in 
the 1980s and 1990s is full of characters, 
myths and legends. For art lovers living 
in the coastal cities of Australia or around 
the world, great indigenous art was both 
startlingly refreshing and contemporary 
and also mysterious with its subject 
matter based on stories from the world’s 
oldest culture.
 
In this book, former art coordinator 
and curator for Jirrawun Arts, Quentin 
Sprague brings to life the creation of 
this independent and Aboriginal-owned 
art centre and social enterprise and the 
complex collaborative relationship in 
particular between the young art advisor 
and curator Tony Oliver and the Gija 
elder and stockman turned artist Paddy 
Bedford. The bare bones of this book 
were originally laid out in his article “Two 
painters in the Kimberley” published in 
The Monthly in the summer of 2013-2014 
and forms one of the case studies for 
Sprague’s PhD thesis on the role of what 
he calls “intercultural brokerage” in the 
production and mediation of indigenous 
contemporary art in Australia.
 
Tony Oliver was one of Sprague’s 
predecessors at Jirrawun Arts, an 
alternative model to the government 
funded indigenous 
community art 
centres found in other 
remote communities. 
Oliver was invited by 
Jirrawun’s Chairman 
and artist Freddie 
Timms and other Gija 
elders to establish the 
centre in 1998 and 
for nearly ten years 
he remained working with the artists in 
locations from camping in the bush on 
outstations to a house in Kununurra and 
finally in a purpose built studio on the 
outskirts of Wyndham.  Under Oliver’s 
direction and with the benefit of the 
rise in international interest especially 
in Bedford’s art, Jirrawun Arts was a 
financial success.
 
Sprague also provides rich detail to 
the tragic and often violent history of 
the Gija people in the colonial period 
incorporating stories of local police 
based at Warmun (Turkey Creek) and 

life on the cattle stations including 
Bedford Downs where Paddy Bedford 
was born. There are many aspects to 
this book including the unpeeling of 
the complex personality and the role of 
contemporary-art lover Tony Oliver who 

moved to live in one of 
the most remote areas 
of Australia, often 
camping on the red 
dirt beneath eucalypts 
or in the shade under 
stilt-houses at remote 
outstations, observing 
culture and ceremony 
and encouraging and 
championing artists. 
The incorporation of 

aspects of Gija culture, especially the 
creation stories, is one of the richest 
aspects to this book. However, Sprague’s 
rich descriptions also capture for me 
the landscape, particularly the journeys 
from Kununurra to Warmun and also the 
dirt roads to the outstations surrounded 
by raw and red ranges and hills. It is 
that landscape and the pared back 
interpretation by Paddy Bedford and his 
fellow Gija artists that is so central to 
this intriguing tale of improvised studios, 
clashes of culture and the ever present 
rawness of historic and contemporary 
town violence.

2020, 278 pages, Quentin Sprague, Hardie Grant Books, Melbourne. 
Reviewed by Margaret Cassidy


